Fortress north
Cold as glass

The Glassell

Friendship south

Texas, and the Friendship Pavilion

Take your task
To the number
Nine eight two

The SP982 train, plus a sly hint at the nearby fountain with its 2 x 982

Through the wood
No lion fears
In the sky the water veers

This fountain, by Wood.
Visual confirmer...

*Small of scale*
*Step across*
*Perspective should not be lost*

Scale of C
Small C (programming language)

Step across the C-shaped parking lot from the fountain.
In the center of four alike
Small, split,
Three winged and slight
What we take to be
Our strongest tower of delight
Falls gently
In December night

Quote from Melville’s “Pierre” concerning a leaf falling -> the white leaf on the sign seen at this spot...
Looking back from treasure ground
There’s the spout!

Looking back at the fountain from the fence.

A whistle sounds.

Probably a train whistle.

More visual confirmers:
The Chicago casque was beside a wire fence...

...and so is this one, at the foot of the 11th post.
Why the 11th...? This is indicated by the row of 11 tiles with an "11" above it.
That's my theory, and I'm sticking to it. The only way to prove or disprove it is to try digging a hole there! ;-)